CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusion

Based on the findings, the researcher found the conflict based on plot and setting in this movie. The researcher concludes that this research has already answered the research question that mentioned in chapter I. It is written below: how are the conflict based on plot in Beauty and the Beast movie and how the conflict are based on setting in Beauty and the Beast movie.

In this movie there are several conflicts that contain in the plot and the setting. This research was kind of qualitative research. In collecting the data the researcher used library research. Beauty and the Beast (2017) movie and its script as source of data. For technique of data analysis the researcher used objective approach.

B. Suggestion

Based on the result of this research, the researcher hopes that this research could give contribution and knowledge about literature for other. The researcher hopes this research can be useful for those who will conduct the same research about conflict based on plot and setting in the movie. The researcher hopes the next researcher understand better on the theory of conflict by using references from the other sources. This study is still needed improvement in some part of analysis. The researcher suggest for the next researcher to explore this researcher in more extensive explanation about conflict based on plot and setting in movie or other literary work. The researcher suggest for the next researcher to use other theory that different from the theory that was used by the researcher.